
Tips for Safe Driving in the Snow by Jaida

James

The snow is notorious for making people simply

forget how to drive. Here are some tips to

remember when you find yourself in this

situation.

Let’s go through the basics. Before you start

driving, brush all the snow off your vehicle. This

includes all windows, roof, hood and trunk.

Clearing off the hood and roof ensures you will

not blind yourself or others if the snow blows off.

Check the MDT (Montana Department of

Transportation) app if you are planning on

driving on the highway. Most importantly, you

want to drive slower. Controlling your vehicle is

already hard enough on the ice, but driving

slower does help significantly. This is especially

important for stopping and turning. When you

are approaching a stop sign, start braking sooner

and softer than you would normally. Doing this

can lessen your chance of sliding through the

stop sign or spinning out. Same thing goes for

making any turn, you have to slow down a ton

before starting the turn. Be careful, it is very easy

to spin out, try not to lock your brakes. If you

find yourself sliding or going too fast, pump your

brakes to safely slow down. Do NOT drive too

close behind a snow plow truck.

It is important to be prepared, keep an extra

pair of gloves, socks, and a warm coat in your

car. It is also a good idea to purchase a snow

shovel to keep in case you or another vehicle gets

stuck. A tire pressure gauge is also important to

check if your tires are the correct psi for the

winter. If you are unsure what the correct psi is,

check on the inside of the driver’s door or check

the car’s manual. If you are stuck with no way to

get out, placing your car mats under your tire

can give the traction needed to get unstuck. Just

remember, be safe and stay warm!

The Top 10 Worst Christmas Gifts by Jaida

James

Christmas time is just around the corner!

However, with Christmas comes the inevitable

unwrapping of disappointed faces. Here is a list

of the worst Christmas gifts to give!

1. “He looks like a deranged easter

bunny!”

Everyone’s first answer when asked what the

worst present they got is some article of clothing.

Whether it be a pair of socks or a sweater with

Santa on it, unwanted clothing will always be the

worst gift.

2. Fake-Out Gifts!

Imagine seeing a giant box under the tree with

your name on it. You open it to find another

smaller box, and inside that box, another box,

and so on. Or maybe you unwrap an iPad box

and inside you find something that is definitely



not an iPad. A classic gift that only your dad will

find funny.

3. We Are Not on the Same Level

Nothing is worse than getting the video game

you asked for, only to find it is for the wrong

console. Since when did we have an Xbox, huh

Santa?

4. Hey I Have One Just Like This!

Imagine opening a present to find something

that looks a little too familiar. Unfortunately,

this is a common occurrence on Christmas

morning. Wrapping a toy that was already in

your toy box is not a present!

5. Sharing is Caring?

Christmas time is about giving AND family, not

giving to the whole family. Nobody likes the

gifts you have to share with your siblings.

Especially if you have to wear matching pajamas

your grandma made!

6. Off To a Bad Art

If you were an artsy kid, you have most likely

fallen victim of receiving those cheap art kits full

of dried out markers, waxy crayons, and broken

colored pencils. Next time just purchase a box of

Crayola markers!

7. A Kind of Smelly Smell that Smells

Smelly

Candles are the best gift to give when you don’t

know what to get somebody. This unmotivated

“gift” is even worse when the receiver doesn’t

like the scent.

8. Another One Fights the Dust

Cleaning supplies are not fun on their own, but

getting them as a gift is almost an insult. Unless

specifically asked for, please don’t get anyone

cleaning supplies.

9. Batteries Not Included

Gifts that require batteries are cool, if you have

the batteries. You just got the coolest toy robot

and have no AA batteries so you beg your

parents to buy some. Months go by, still no

batteries. Leads you to wonder if this is on

purpose.

10. This Gift Stinks!

Even with good intentions, hygiene products are

NOT a good gift. No matter if it is a present or a

stocking stuffer. A toothbrush or a cute soap set

you got from Walmart is a terrible idea. Are you

saying I stink?

Halo Reach Campaign Overview by Tristan

Frossard

Reach's campaign is all about despair. That's

the sum of it in one word. You start out on a

falcon in the first mission where you run around

for a few minutes chasing little signs that things

aren’t right. Like a blown up truck with a

transponder that is broadcasting an SOS. Then

you find another structure with a few panicked

farmers who tell you about something big took

someone's son. Then you find a building with 3

dead stung up Marines and 2 dead civilians.

Then you walk around that building and you

have your first encounter with the Covenant: a

few Unggoy (aka Grunts), Kig ‘Yar (aka Jackals),

and some Shermishers, which are a subspecies

of Jackals. After a bit more walking, you run into

a group of Jackals and Grunts. That’s just the

first bit of the first mission.

But like I said, it’s all despair like in Long Night

Of Solace the sixth mission. You have Jorge

sacrifice himself and all for nothing because for

the one Covenant supercarrier you destroy, an

entire fleet of ships slipspaces in moments later.

Also, you were thrown off the ship, were left

injured and had to storm the city of New

Alexandria with nothing but a magnum pistol.

Off that gloomy note it's fun no matter what is

going on. I’ll go into enemies in a later article,

but the most dangerous enemies are Grunts and

your own AI teammates. Everyone else is just

cannon faughter. Also, you can be racist towards

some of the alien enemies such as calling the

Elites split lips. Then there are enemies that are

racist towards you, the Skirmishers. A random

cool thing about the slurs is that they're officially

endorsed by Bungie. Also the aliens and the slurs

being fictional I think it’s ok to be in a school

newsletter. If it’s fine with YouTube it should be

fine here, right? I highly recommend this game

mostly because of its engaging and exciting



story, and with it having at the time the best

graphic of any HALO game.

History of Chevrolet by Bryce Nelson

The founders of Chevrolet are William Crapo

“Billy” Durant who is one the founders of

General Motors, and Swiss racing car driver and

engineer Louis Chevrolet. Chevy became

incorporated on November 3, 1911 in Detroit,

Michigan. The company's popularity was

primarily based on the performance, durability,

and value that the vehicles offered. The first

Chevrolet car model was the Series C Classic Six.

It was equipped with a 40 horsepower engine.

The first Chevy truck was later made in 1918, it

was inspired by factory workers who modified

vehicles to run parts through the factory.

Chevrolet also made the world's first SUV in

1935.

Today Chevrolet is worth over 148 billion

dollars and is one of the most famous car

companies in the world. Chevy has expanded a

ton from what they started with, making sports

cars, diesel trucks, many different models of

SUVs, and mostly everything in between. Chevy

is known for its famous bowtie logo. During a

visit to Paris, Durant's attention was drawn to

the wallpaper of the hotel he was staying in. He

immediately tore a piece of the wallpaper off and

brought it back to the United States where it was

a big inspiration of the Chevy logo. Chevy’s

reliability, durability, and wide range makes it

one of the best options when looking for a new

vehicle. So next time your Ford breaks down on

the side of the road, make sure to call a Chevy

owner to tow you home.

Tiger King 2 by Madison DeMarois

On season one of Tiger King Joe Exotic, a

former animal park owner, Greater Wynnewood

Exotic Animal Park, (also known as the G.W.

zoo.) He would breed, raise and show the tigers

off to the public to make money. Exotic wanted

to make a reality television show for himself,

which soon backfires. In the first episode, they

showed how abused the tigers were and how

corrupt Exotic was and how much he hated his

biggest competitor Carole Baskin, an animal

rights activist. He would show that he would do

anything in his power to break her down. In the

following episodes, some mad heat gets thrown

(pun intended) a fire burns all of the juicy tapes

of Exotic abusing the tigers, harassing his

workers and Baskin.

In the second season, it covers the aftermath of

Exotic’s imprisonment. Exotic will be making an

appearance in the new season through

telegraphic conversations. Baskin has also said

she will not be returning to the show for the

second season and has filed a lawsuit against

Netflix for using her footage. Exotic is also

asking for a presidential pardon meaning he is

asking forgiveness for his crimes from the

President. He tried for a pardon from Donald

Trump when he was President, but he did not

make it onto the list and is now asking President

Joe Biden. If you enjoyed the tea and drama

from season one, toon into season two for the

ultimate tea spill.



Yellowstone National Park Bears by Elain

Chaney

Yellowstone National Park is a good place to go,

especially going to see the bears. Since the bears

are normally shy, retiring animals that have very

little desire to interact with humans. Yellowstone

National Park only has two kinds of bears:

grizzly bears and black bears. Yellowstone

National Park bears you likely see the bears as

you walk or drive around Yellowstone is virtually

nil. Most bears in Yellowstone National Park are

known by “names” given to them by

photographers or bear watchers. If you want to

go see bears I recommend Yellowstone National

Park

Tik Tok by Addison Hathway

We all know the beloved social media platform

Tik Tok. Tik Tok has been around since 2016.

Before, it was known as Musical.ly. Musical.ly

was also a very well known platform created in

China. ByteDance ended up purchasing

Musical.ly from Alex Zhu on November 10, 2017

and turning it into the very well known app Tik

Tok on August 2, 2018.

In case you don’t know what Tik Tok is, it is a

very well-known app used by most teens. You

can post videos about specific aspects from your

life you choose to share or create funny content.

But why is Tik Tok as addicting as it is now?

The short answer to this question is there is

none. Kids want a distraction from the outside

world whether that be because of their home life,

bullying, or just because they want to be

entertained. Since Tik Tok has gained

recognition there have been 3 billion downloads.

It seems clear that Tik Tok will be around for

some time.

Game Review: Jet Set Radio Future by

Sierra Williamson

Jet Set Radio Future, a sequel to the Sega

Dreamcast game. Jet Set Radio, was released for

the original Xbox in the year 2002. This sequel

was developed by Smilebit and was published by

Sega. It featured Hideki Naganuma and Richard

Jacques once again for more funky fresh beats

along with a few songs from other artists that fit

the style of the game. The plot was very similar

to the first, but with better graphics and added

features such as multiplayer, no time limits on

levels, more characters to play as, more tricks,

etc.

I may be biased because I grew up with this

installment in the series instead of the first one,

but I like this one better than the original Jet Set

Radio. As stated previously, it has better

graphics while still keeping that iconic Jet Set

Radio style and more content than the first. The

controls are easier to manage as well. Even

though I liked the graffiti spraying minigame in

the original, it’s a lot easier to spray graffiti in Jet

Set Radio Future, where the slightly annoying

minigame isn’t included. Overall, it’s a great

game and you can play it even if you haven’t

played the first game in the series. I recommend

this game to anyone who thinks it sounds

interesting and likes something unique, if you

have an Xbox!



Climate Change by Thomas Fortier

What is global warming? Global warming is a

gradual increase in the overall temperature of

the Earth's atmosphere. This happens because of

things like generating power, manufacturing

goods, and cutting down forests.The

temperature rises about 0.16 degrees fahrenheit

every decade. There are a couple good things

about global warming and a couple of bad

things. The pros of global warming is that there

are less winter related deaths. It can open more

shipping routes considering that we lose about

1.2 trillion tons of ice each year, and it can

increase the amount of plankton biomass.

Plankton biomass is the foundational element in

many marine food chains, therefore it helps out

marine animals. The cons are that it is the

primary cause of sea levels rising, which could

damage a bunch of infrastructure. It decreases

human access to water, rice yields are slowly

declining, and dangerous infectious diseases

spread more and more every decade because of

the heat rise. Would earth be better with or

without global warming?

The Lost Summer -Book Review by Haylee

G.

This is probably one of my favorite books I've

read so far. It's about a girl named Caitlyn Ross.

She grew up in La Jolla and recently her dad left

for a model in New York. Her mom started

abusing substances and it was hard for Caitlyn to

talk to her mom without her mom being sober.

In the book, they get into arguments everyday

over her makeup, clothes, and hair. After an

argument one day, her mom told her and her

11-year-old brother Luke that they were going to

Outer Banks for the summer. Caitlyn’s dad

always got her out of situations she didn't want

to be in or couldn't handle, but he agreed with

her mom on this decision hoping it would fix

both of her and Luke's attitude. When they got

there, Caitlyn realized it wasn't only for the way

they were acting. I highly recommend reading

the book if you would like to know what happens

next!

Buy a 2021/2022 yearbook at

www.yearbookforever.com for $50!

http://www.yearbookforever.com

